TRAINING NOW OFFERED TO BECOME A CERTIFIED REIMAGING CONSULTANT
Reimaging is an Interactive, Integrated Guided Imagery and breath program that clears the 7
levels of the shadow. It clears toxic emotions, tendencies, trauma, including the energy of
PTSD, of any kind and Character flaws as well as Addiction. It will clear any and all emotional
challenges leading to 100% emotional wellness, and eventually total functionality and
sobriety. Reimaging is so thorough that it even clears the energy of deep seated, long thought
to be intractable character disorders.
If you are a Hypnotist, Hypnotherapist, Coach, Alternative Medical Practitioner, Nurse or
Licensed Therapist or aspiring to be one, you are welcome to take this course!
Back in 1984, I began mixing NLP Parts Integration with Eugene Gendlin’s Focusing
technique. After I learned to join these 2 techniques together, my results became
phenomenal. It was like you could engage the left brain alternatively and then the the right
almost like the brain were moving forward right side then left through any challenge. I didn’t
fully understand it then, I just knew it was extremely effective without ever inducing formal
trance states. However, I later found out, I was simultaneously clearing 3 levels of the
Shadow simultaneously! In 1998 I developed Reimaging as a result of working the above
method and others with a very intuitive client who was also a Hypnotherapist.
Later, in using subliminal programs I learned 1st hand about cognitive dissonance. I was
using a Subliminal program to create prosperity and abundance at a time when I was
needing more money. I would be listening to these affirmations on how I was wealthy, and
creating wealth in every area of my life. It was 1992 and nothing could have been further
from the truth. The bottom line was I'd listen to these subliminal recordings at night and then
would feel very confused and conflicted the next day. I felt like I was going nuts. And, I was
addressing the internal part of resistance to abundance and prosperity in a way that just did
not work for me.

After this experience, I really began to appreciate why we need to:

Always do Deprogramming before Reprogramming on any level of the Shadow. (You wouldn't
refurbish a house without taking out the old furniture first, and if you think about doing that,
what kind of chaos would that create?)
Clear all 7 areas of the Shadow or risk of creating cognitive dissonance, or worse the return of
the Toxic Emotion, Phobia, or Pattern that you are clearing.

In Addition to these insights:
In 2010, after my own NDE, I realized that Reimaging was doing more than thorough
transformation. I came to realize that both my clients and myself were experiencing intense
spiritual growth as a result of the Reimaging we did. For example, after 12 years of doing the
process myself, I realized instead of just dealing with fears, that I was dealing with something
much bigger. I was working on FAITH. So you can develop 100% FAITH!! That is just a
sample of how this extremely powerful technique creates massive transformation!
As a Practitioner, Reimaging gives you complete confidence, so that you know hat you can
clear whatever is going on with your client as long as it is in the realm of emotional,
behavioral challenges, or underlying subconscious patterns such as Codependency,
Addictive Tendencies, or Self-Sabotage and you can clear it completely. In fact, often clients
are challenged to remember what they were like prior to coming seeing me.
Reimaging helps clients walk through emotions, express them out, and clear them. There is
no suppression as there are with many other techniques. With Reimaging most clients can
easily learn to get insights about what is going on with them which can help with both healing
and with getting to know themselves better.

Using the Reimaging System you can easily segue in and out of other techniques such as 5
Path, Regression to the Sensitizing Event, NLP Timeline therapy, Other NLP techniques
such as Parts Integration, Focusing, EFT, Hypnosis imagery techniques, Energy Healing and
Cognitive Behavioral Therapies.
Kinesiology is apart of your course. You will also be able to help clients test for and learn
about possible underlying physical and chemistry issues that may need to be addressed by a
medical practitioner. Also, you will always know exactly where you are working in the
Shadow, and as you will learn Kinesiology, you will be able to instantly find o howut much
energy is left to address.
In your Reimaging Course in Modul 1: You will learn NLP, Focusing, Kinesiology, Mapping,
(Barbara De'Angeles) and how to apply and integrate them for greatest effectiveness. In
Modul 2: You will learn The Reimaging Program, First you will learn the Complete Process
one step at a time. Then you will learn Rapid Reimaging Collapse and Release and then
Instant Reimaging. Plus you will learn how to Balance Emotions and Mind clearing Shock
and Trauma which most everyone needs because most of us have been traumatized in
childhood.
By the way that Hypnotherapist I told you about that was so intuitive, now has a thriving
business as Hypnotheraist, Intuitive Counselor and Reimaging Consultant. She get big results
so she gets lots of referrals. She has an extremely cutting edge technique that puts her in an
advantageous position.
Testimonial:
I believe that there are no shortcuts in a therapeutic situation. I also believe that its work, and even hard work. Although
hypnotherapy can achieve amazing outward results in a comparatively short period of time, I believe this can be deceptive;
there is an inner journey too. I don’t believe you can do the one and ignore the other if you want to achieve a lasting
solution for whatever issues you have in your life.
J.J. Legal Consultant, Santa Barbara, CA

Begin your 50 hour Certification course to become a Reimaging Consultant. The Cost of this
course which consists of 20- 2.5 hour Workshops is $2337.00 and includes the Hardback

Course with 2 Audio programs: (CD's or MP3s.) For more information or to experience a
brief Workshop on Reimaging check out http://www.reimaging.com/
HI, I'm Santosha Nobel The Creator of Reimaging and your instructor. I'm looking forward to
working with you!

